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Here isn’t the news:
BBC journos strike

Nigerian kidnapping
A BRITISH worker has reportedly been
kidnapped by a group of armed men in
northern Nigeria.
Nigerian media have released a picture
showing hostages kneeling on the
ground in front of several masked men.
Reports say seven foreigners have been
kidnapped in total, including one Briton.
The British Foreign Office is yet to
confirm whether this is the case.
However authorities in Greece, Lebanon and Italy have confirmed that their
citizens are involved.

Viv slams Kate’s style
DAME Vivienne Westwood has criticised the Duchess of Cambridge for not
wearing an outfit more than once.
The iconic fashion designer said: “I
don’t have any advice
for her, but I think
it would be great if
she wore the same
clothes over and
again, because
that’s very
good for the
environment.”

Boost for Scots jobs

PICKET LINE: Over 200 journalists walk out of the newsroom in protest over proposed job cuts in news and current affairs in Glasgow

LESLEY ROY

CHIEF NEWS REPORTER
BBC Scotland news programmes were
disrupted yesterday as hundreds of
journalists were out on strike over job
losses.
The National Union of Journalists
(NUJ) called the 24 hour walkout
after they failed to reach a deal with
management over the redeployment of
thirty employees in the UK who are to
lose their jobs.
The NUJ also say further action could
be taken in two weeks’ time in cooperation with Bectu and Unite.
Around 200 employees at BBC Scotland mounted picket lines outside their
headquarters at Glasgow’s Pacific
Quay.
Output was limited with standby
teams brought in to produce shortened lunchtime and evening Reporting
Scotland bulletins.

Scotland would be one of the major areas affected with nine jobs earmarked to go at BBC Scotland’s news
and current affairs department. This is
down from an original figure of seventeen. The dispute began in Scotland
but was scaled up after job cuts were
announced in other parts of the UK
with posts also set to go at Five Live,
the Asian Network and the World Service.
The NUJ are proposing a halt on all
job cuts for a six month period to allow
adequate time for talks with the new
Director General, Tony Hall.
The union say over 7000 jobs have
been cut at the corporation since 2004
while another 2000 are to be axed as
part of cost-saving plans.
Paul Holleran, the national organiser
for the NUJ in Scotland, said: “We are
fighting for the nine individuals who
are facing compulsory redundancy.
“The BBC has targeted very experienced and talented journalists, including a number of specialists in the likes

of business and education.
“It’s shocking that it’s happening in
Scotland, especially in the lead up to
the independence referendum.
“Almost the whole of the newsroom
is out here today and all the major presenters haven’t turned up.”
He added: “These cuts are not sustainable. We’re looking for them to
get round the table with us which will
hopefully lead to a more civilised state

‘It comes as no surprise
to me that the BBC are
planning cuts.’
COLIN ARMSTRONG
Opinion, p.2

of affairs.
“The BBC as a whole is facing cuts of
16% a year for six years but for some

reason BBC Scotland management has
tried to get rid of seventeen people
from news and current affairs.
“This would be a huge blow to the
newsroom and we are suggesting they
phase the redundancies over a number
of years.
“People are determined to save the
jobs of these nine individuals but also
here to demand better quality broadcasting services here in Scotland.”
A BBC spokesman said: “We are disappointed that the NUJ has gone ahead
with today’s strike and apologise for
the disruption to services.
“Unfortunately industrial action does
not alter the fact that the BBC has significant savings targets and as a consequence may have to make a number of
compulsory redundancies.
“We have made considerable progress
in reducing the need for compulsory
redundancies through volunteers, redeployment and cancelling vacant positions and we will continue with these
efforts.”

BUSINESS: One in ten shops are boarded up on our failing high streets - page 10

THE Scottish labour market showed
continued growth in January.
Increased demand for staff in temporary posts, has led to improved
economic conditions in the country.
Bank of Scotland chief economist,
Donald McRae, said: “The number
of people placed into permanent jobs
remained strong while vacancies for
both permanent and temporary staff
grew in the month.
“These results reinforce the hope that
the Scottish economy enjoyed moderate growth in January 2013.”

Rail users dissatisfied
OVER half of all British rail companies
have achieved customer satisfaction
rates of 50% or less.
Consumer group Which? found only
22% of people felt
services were
improving despite
fare rises last
month, findings
which contradict
a larger survey carried out at the start
of the year.

Teen’s condition serious
THE attack on a 16-year-old in Glasgow is now being treated as attempted
murder.
Police discovered the boy in Govanhill early Sunday morning after
they were called out to investigate a
‘disturbance’.
He was taken to Glasgow’s Victoria
Infirmary where he is said to be in a
serious condition.
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Boyle blasts ‘counter-productive’
West End redevelopment plans
ALASTAIR BRIAN

NEWS CORRESPONDENT
Frankie Boyle has become the latest celebrity
to lend their support to a campaign against redevelopment plans in Glasgow’s West End.
The controversial comedian has spoken out
against Glasgow City Council’s decision to build
flats and townhouses on the North Kelvin Meadow, saying Scotland’s largest local authority is
“putting money before the life of the community”.
Over 500 letters of objection have been lodged
with the council by local residents opposed to the
development, which will build 90 townhouses on
the former playing fields. A petition against the
move has also been signed by over 1600 people.
Boyle said: “It would clearly be counterproductive to build on commonly used land, in the face of
a huge public protest.
“We have to stop at some point and ask how many
shoebox flats does Glasgow need? The way the
land is currently used is delivering on a lot of the
council’s strategies.”
The council has claimed the area is not a ‘greenfield’ or meadow but three derelict football pitches
which are designated for development. Activists
have maintained the space for a number of years
and events are regularly held for local residents.
Proposals for the land have been submitted on numerous occasions since the land was labelled for
redevelopment, but the latest application has got
the closest to fruition.
Campaigner Quentin Cutts said: “We can’t understand how any councillor could vote for this proposal. Still, everyone was against the Otago Lane
proposal in the West End, apart from, seemingly,
the Labour members of the committee.
“We’re very concerned about how the impartiality of the planning committee would look were the
vote to fall on party lines a second time.”
Many other public figures are supporting the
‘Save North Kelvin Meadow Campaign’, including TV actors Tam Dean Burn and Colin McCredie
and ‘The Gruffalo’ author Julia Donaldson.

UNDER DEVELOPMENT: North Kelvin Meadow has been vacant for four decades as the council plans to build homes.
She said: “Wild spaces are invaluable to children,
especially those growing up in towns. They stimulate the imagination and nurture the spirit.
“Places like North Kelvin Meadow are hard to
come by in urban settings and so should be preserved at all costs.”
A council spokesman said: “Following a two-

stage marketing campaign, which included community consultation, NCV was identified as the
preferred developer.
“The council subsequently entered into a legal
agreement to sell the site and the sale is conditional on NCV applying for and receiving full planning permission for a residential development with

complementary open space.”
The Meadows, lain derelict since the
1970s, have been the subject of debate with
the city council for years and will go before the planning committee next month.
Councillors meet on March 7 to discuss the proposals and decide whether to give their support.

Twitter tributes BBC cuts dispute set to rumble on
to ‘wonderful’
COLIN
Richard Briers
ARMSTRONG
Not even senior management is safe as the
BBC is taking steps toward a major shakeup of its staff across the UK as part of a
‘redeployment’ exercise.

BBC has failed to engage meaningfully
in attempts to resolve this dispute as staff
took to industrial action in response to
the plans. In many respects, the most
effective way to resolve the dispute could
be to open up a dialogue with the unions
that represent the staff, but to date no such
effort have been made to settle the dispute.

It comes as absolutely no surprise to
me that the BBC is planning further
redundancies across the corporation in
the next few months. Journalists across
the BBC in the last decade have faced
a series of cuts and job losses as the
media giant is taking its most recent
round of measures to save some money.

Briers: The good life actor died this week at home
ACTOR Richard Briers has died at the age of 79.
His agent said that the star, who had been battling with emphysema
for several years, died peacefully in his sleep at his London home.
Briers recently attributed his lung condition to his years of
smoking, claiming to have smoked over half a million cigarettes
before quitting in 2003.
The actor is famed for his role as Tom Good in the BBC’s comedy
The Good Life which ran from 1975-78 but first came into the
limelight in 1961 when he stared in Marriage Lines opposite
Prunella Scales.
As well as appearing in numerous TV programmes like Doctor
Who, Roobard and Custard and Monarch of the Glen he was
an accomplished stage actor, appearing in numerous plays by
Shakespeare and George Bernard Shaw.
In later life Briers became President of the Parkinson’s Disease
Society along with his other work for the Tracheo-Oesophageal
Fistula Support charity of which he was a non-medical patron.
Briers was awarded an OBE in 1989 for services to the arts and
a CBE in 2003.
Stephen Fry, who worked with Briers in the 1992 film Peter’s
Friends, said on Twitter: “Oh no, I’ve just heard the news that
Richard Briers has died. How sad. He was the most adorable and
funny man imaginable.”
Ricky Gervais tweeted: “RIP the wonderful Richard Briers.”

Journalists took time yesterday away from
the newsroom, in Glasgow and across the
country, to picket against the proposed cuts
as part of a 24 hour strike alongside members
of the National Union of Journalists (NUJ).

there needs to be some investment.
The fall-out seems as if it could have been
avoided, as the BBC could have handled
the situation much better in its approach
to changing the structure of the company.

All of this comes at a time of increased
scrutiny over the practices of the media
and the quality of the content, following
the Leveson inquiry and the phone
hacking scandal. How is it that the
publicly funded broadcaster can justify
even further reductions to their own staff?
It would seem simple to me, that in
order to produce high quality journalism

Instead of making sure that the
redeployment process works properly,
managers are prepared to waste public
money on the needless redundancies
of experienced, talented and specialist
journalists, at the same time as
advertising
other
jobs
externally.
It’s particularly disappointing that the

The BBC this week claimed they were
“getting staff redeployed wherever we
can and will continue to work with the
unions to ensure that their members
receive the right redeployment support.”
Well, redeployment across the corporation
has also seen a senior management shakeup. Last week James Purnell, the former
Labour culture secretary, was appointed
director of strategy and digital, and Paul
Mylrea, director of communications,
said he was stepping down from her
position. Overall it seems as if there are
turbulent times to come for the BBC
and their staff because the protest is
set to rumble on for several weeks yet.
Colin is on twitter at @_ColinArmstrong.

Weather forecast Tuesday 19th February
A freezing start to the day with highs of
two degrees across Glasgow & the west
This Morning:
A frosty start with patchy mist and fog, then a bright and
dry day for most with long spells of sunshine. However
Kintyre and the islands see rather more in the way of cloud
with an occasionally fresh southeasterly breeze.
This Afternoon:
A dry evening and night with long clear spells. With light
winds, a widespread frost is expected with fog developing,
especially int he Glasgow area and to the east.
Overnight:
Generally cloudier and colder than recent days, with western Argyll and Ayrshire seeing the best of any sunshine.
Fresh southeasterly winds on Wednesday easing.
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Emergency contraception should be
provided in schools, experts advise
MARELLE WILSON
NEWS CORRESPONDENT

A SEXUAL health advisory group has
told the Scottish Government that the
morning after pill should be provided in
schools to tackle unwanted teen pregnancies.
The Scottish Sexual Health Lead
Clinicians Group have advised in
a written submission to parliament
that school nurses should be given
wider responsibilities to help prevent
unwanted pregnancies among children
and young people in conjunction with
the provision of advice and information
regarding sexual health.
Holyrood’s
Health
and
Sport
committee are holding an enquiry into
the teenage pregnancy rate in Scotland,
which is higher than most other Western
European countries. The group said that
sexual health doctors felt that they were
“firefighting – struggling with crisis
situations rather than prevention” and
argued that there ought to be better
sex education for youngsters and more
support for young mothers.
The clinicians group also said: “A
relatively small investment in more
school nurses and admin would bring a
very generous return.”
The letter said: “The Scottish
Government is prepared to make a
stand on controversial subjects like
gay marriage, why does it run scared
of its critics on the subject of making
emergency contraception available in
schools?
“Why is emergency contraception not
available in schools? Why are condoms
and contraception not accessible?
Vaccination against a sexually
transmitted infection (HPV) is given in
schools, why can’t pregnancy and other
STIs be prevented?”
They also advised that school nurses
are the best point of contact for
young people to approach with issues
regarding sexual health, but that their

UNWANTED PREGNANCIES: Scotland has one of the highest rates in Europe, with 7 per 1000 unplanned and underage pregnancies
services are not being used to their full
potential: “School nurses make a very
positive input into the lives of young
people as they are so well placed to
be approachable, but are variably used
across Scotland.”
Co-convener of the Scottish Green
Party, Patrick Harvie, said using the
school nurse network to offer greater
access to contraception would help
the government tackle unwanted
pregnancies. He said: “Many school
nurses would like to be able to provide
more services. Teenage pregnancies
have been declining, slowly but
declining, for a good few years now and
that’s achieved through high quality

YOUR VIEW

We asked the people of Glasgow: “Should the
morning after pill be provided in schools?”

accessible services. Improving those
services, builiding on them, and making
sure they’re available in schools would
be one more step in the right direction.”
A Scottish Government spokesman
said: “It is not the policy that emergency
contraception should be provided in
schools, but young people can receive
advice and be directed to other places
where emergency contraception may be
available if appropriate.”
Parliamentary Officer for the Catholic
Church in Scotland, John Deighan,
said the SSHLCG proposals were
inappropriate. He said: “Sexual
behaviour is something for adults.
Children deserve to have a childhood.

“Making emergency contraception
available to children is a green light
really that that’s the sort of behaviour
they should be involved in, and I think
a lot of young girls expecially want to
resist that behaviour.
“But if adults are telling them ‘no, we
expect that of you’ then you’re really
leaving them without the help and
support they need.”
Figures published in June showed a
key target for reducing pregnancies
among under-16s was missed by the
Scottish Government. Ministers had
hoped to cut the pregnancy rate to 6.8
pregnancies per 1000 girls by 2010.
However, the pregnancy rate for that

year was 7.1 per 1000 – the same as it
had been in 2009. NHS Fife was shown
to have the highest rate amoung under
16s and under 18s.
Richard Simpson, a member of the
health committee and a former GP, said
that the committee would look at the
SSHLCG’s proposal.
“Obviously, the use of emergency
contraception is an important thing,” he
said.“We don’t think there is a need for
it to be available in schools, but there
should be good signposts and proper
advice about where it is available.
“Availability in schools is something
that we will have to look at by
committee.”

Doctors demand tax on fizzy
drinks and junk food ad ban

Laura McInnes, 24, Social
Sciences Student at Glasgow
Caledonian University
“I think having sex is a natural
part of life but young people
should be made aware of the
dangers. I think it’s a good idea
to provide it in schools but I
don’t think we should be promoting abortion.”
Audrey Kingston, 55, lecturer at City of Glasgow College
“At first I didn’t think it was
a good idea because it won’t
stop young people having
sex. But it would give them
a safety net to allow them to
make better choices in life, so
all in all I think it should be
provided in schools.”
Marie Weir, 57, nurse, from
Fort William
“I think it should be provided
in schools because sex is a fact
of life. Children need to realise
that sex is a natural thing, but
be made aware that it leads to
babies and the consequences
that has.”

SUGARY: The UK is one of the fattest nations in the world with 25% of adults found to be obese
Fizzy drinks should be subject to a
20% price hike and junk foods adverts
should be banned till after the watershed in a bid to tackle obesity, Britain’s doctors have advised.
The Academy of Medical Royal Colleges, which represents nearly every
doctor in the UK, said the obesity epidemic in the UK is a “huge crisis.”
It is calling for action by ministers,
the NHS, councils and food firms, as
well as changes in parental behaviour,
to break the cycle of “generation after
generation falling victim to obesityrelated illnesses and death”.
Britain is one of the fattest nations
in the world, with 25% of adults now
classed as obese, and this figure is expected to double in the next 30 years.
Doctors fear that this trend will pose
serious problems for the NHS and the

health of the nation in the future unless action is taken.
Some of the recommendations made
include a ban on advertising foods
high in saturated fat, sugar and salt
before 9pm, further taxes on sugary
drinks of at least 20% and a reduction
in fast food outlets near schools and
leisure centres.
The AMRC also recommended a
£100m budget to be allowed for medical interventions such as weight loss
surgery and no junk food or vending
machines in hospitals, where all food
must meet the same nutritional standards as in schools.
Professor Terence Stephenson, the
chair of the Academy, drew parallels
with the campaign against smoking,
He said: “That required things like
a ban on advertising and a reduction

in marketing and the association of
smoking with sporting activities- that
helped people move away from smoking.” He said there was no “silver-bullet” for tackling obesity, instead the
entire culture around eating needed
to change to make it easier to make
healthy choices.
But Terry Jones, of industry body the
Food and Drink Federation, said the
report “seems to be a damp squib and
to add little to an important debate”,
and the British soft drinks association rejected the idea that a tax on soft
drinks - which it said contributed just
2% of the total calories in the average
diet.
According to Jonesm, the proposals would fail to address a problem
“which is about diet and levels of activity.”
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WORLD NEWS

Socialist seals Ecuador election

VICTORY: Correa celebrates electoral success with his family and supporters.
SEAN LAFFERTY
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
ECUADOR’S President Rafael Correa has been
elected for a third term receiving 56.7% of the
vote.
Correa, like Hugo Chavez in Venezuela and
Evo Morales in Bolivia is keen to implement
a “citizens’ revolution” by making health-care
more accessible and according to government
figures, he has created over 95,000 jobs.
The premier greeted jubilant supporters outside the presidential palace after seeing-off rival Guillermo Lasso, a former banker, who received 24% of the vote. He told his supporters:
“This victory is yours. It belongs to our families, to our wife, to our friends, our neighbours,
the entire nation”.
Ecuadorian officials have been attempting

to forge alliances with Iran and China who
are thought to be keen to reciprocate relations
with the oil rich South American state. As Correa claimed victory, he declared: “The colonial
powers are not in charge anymore, you can be
sure that in this revolution it’s Ecuadoreans who
are in charge.”
Mr Correa, a trained economist who studied in
the US, has been criticised by opposition parties
for his intention to implement policies they believe are designed to strengthen his presidential
power and diminish the importance of privately
owned media.
The US and Ecuador have had minimal international relations since Rafael Correa first
came to power in 2007 and tensions with the
UK escalated when WikiLeaks founder Julian
Assange was granted asylum at the Ecuadorian
embassy in London last year.

RUSSIAN POLITICIAN’S
BODY FOUND IN BARREL

CHILD KILLER DUTROUX’S
BID FOR BAIL REJECTED

POLICE in Moscow have confirmed that a body
found inside a cement-filled barrel is missing
politician Mikhail Pakhomov.
Mr Pakhomov, 37, from the city of Lipetsk disappeared on 12 February. Police immediately
opened a murder investigation.
“The body of Mikhail Pakhomov, a lawmaker
from Lipetsk city council, has been found in one
of the cellars of a private garage in a metal barrel
filled with cement. Investigators have gathered
enough evidence to establish the violent nature
of Pakhomov’s death”, detectives said.

A BELGIAN court has rejected a request from
convicted child killer Marc Dutroux for early
release.
Dutroux, 56, was given a life sentence in 2004
for kidnapping and raping six girls, four of
whom died.
He insisted he was no longer a danger to society and asked to be released with an electronic
tag, however his mother was one of those who
asked the courts to reject his request.
Under Belgian law, prisoners can be released
after 15 years if they are no longer deemed a risk.

Chavez leaves Cuba after cancer treatment
SEAN LAFFERTY
VENEZUELAN President Hugo Chavez has
returned to Caracas following treatment for
cancer in Cuba.
Chavez caused controversy late last year
when after winning a third presidential election, was forced to postpone a swearing-in ceremony in October. Opposition parties believed
the move to be unconstitutional and called on
the socialist leader to abdicate.
A message on Chavez’s twitter account
thanked current and former Cuban presidents
Raul and Fidel Castro and also informed Venezuelans that he would now continue treatment
in his own country.
His four million Twitter followers were told:
“We have arrived back in the land of Venezuela. Thank you Lord!! Thanks to my beloved
people!! We will continue our treatment here.”
Pictures of the recovering premier being visited by his daughters were also released to the
media, the first broadcast of Chavez in several
months. No information about when or if the

leader plans to return to his duties was given.
In an interview broadcast at the weekend, the
country’s foreign minister, Elias Jaua said with
instructions from the president, he is keen to
improve relations with the US, but reiterated
they were “not desperate” and that the country
has learned to live without a US ambassador.
Chavez came to power in 1999 and survived
a coup orchestrated by the country’s military
with support of privately owned television
stations.
The leader recently forged an alliance with
Iran.

HOME: Chavez returns to Caracas.

Pistorius withdraws from future running events
SEAN LAFFERTY
PARALYMPIC gold medallist Oscar Pistorius has
cancelled all future racing events and will now
focus on clearing his name from the charge of
murdering his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp.
The 26-year-old nick-named the “Blade Runner”
is expected to be denied bail and be held in prison
when he appears in court in Pretoria tomorrow.
South African police allege that Pistorius shot
Steenkamp, 29, a former model four times. A
Pistorius family statement said they deny the allegations against him in the strongest possible terms.
Reeva Steenkamp will be cremated at a private
service today.
Her father Barry said: “We ask the Lord every
day to help us find a reason why this should happen to Reeva. She was the most beautiful, kind girl
in the world.”
Meanwhile, a South African newspaper is alleging that a bloodied cricket bat has been found
at his home and will be used as evidence in the
upcoming trial.
Other reports from media outlets in Pretoria claim

that banned performance enhancing drugs, thought
to be a form of steroid, have been found at the
athlete’s home.
Police have denied leaking information about the
Valentine’s Day incident. Medupe Simasiku, of
the national prosecuting authority, said the alleged
leaks did not necessarily affect the court case as
“the [published] evidence might be wrong”.
Last year he became the first athlete to compete
in both the Olympics and Paralympics and is a
huge star on and off the track in his home country
of South Africa.

OLYMPIAN: Pistorius trial to begin.
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UK should lead
world ‘breast is
best’ campaign

HEALTH BENEFITS: Breastfeeding boosts babies’ immune systems

CALUM LESLIE

CHIEF NEWS REPORTER
Breastfeeding could save 95 babies
an hour in the developing world – and the
UK government is well placed to help,
according to one international children’s
charity.
Research from Save the Children showed
830,000 more youngsters could live every
year by being fed in the first hour of life,
and leave children fifteen times less likely
to die from pneumonia or diarrhoea.
Despite the obvious health benefits,
global breastfeeding rates are stalling
and are in fact in decline across East Asia
as well as the heavily populated African
nations of Ethiopia and Nigeria.
Traditional practices and a severe shortage
of health workers have contributed to this,
with inappropriate marketing methods

by some manufacturers of baby milk
substitutes also to blame.
Now the organisation has called on the
UK government to use its G8 presidency
to fund work on diet in vulnerable
locations.
The UK will head up the G8 in 2013,
and David Cameron has previously said a
priority for him was to use the presidency
to revive the global economy.
But the charity wants the prime minister
to use the position to spearhead an
international effort on nutrition.
A spokesperson for Save the Children
said: “We have made dramatic progress,
stopping children dying from preventable
disease over the last decade, down from
12 million to 6.9million in the last decade.
“But whilst there are fewer children
dying, we’re not making the progress we
should in reducing malnutrition which is
still the underlying cause of a third of all

Organ opt-out
bid discussed

SAVING LIVES: more donors needed
Potential changes in Scotland’s organ
transplant laws are to be discussed at Holyrood
later today.
A petition, put forward by Glasgow’s Evening
Times, is campaigning for the introduction of an
opt-out system.
Under the proposed changes, individuals would
automatically be presumed to have given consent
for their organs to be donated after their death,
unless they have indicated otherwise.
A panel of MSPs will consider responses to
the petition from the likes of health boards,
the British Medical Association and transplant
experts before deciding whether to move the
petition forward.
If successful, new legislation could be brought in
to force on the issue. Around 18,000 people have
already signed the document calling for change
and it has also received support from transplant
organisations.
NHS Blood and Transplant and the British
Transplantation Society said it was supportive
of any approach which “encouraged the public
to make a decision and discuss their donation
wishes with family”.
This petition comes after a Scottish Government
campaign calls for Scots to sign up to the NHS
Organ Donor Register and to make their wishes
known to their loved ones over a cup of tea.
However a spokesperson for NHS Greater
Glasgow and Clyde said the Government’s
campaign “as yet, [has] not been successful in
increasing the level of organ donation” within the
Glasgow area.
They added that introducing the opt-out system
would depend highly on the level of public
support for the change amongst the Scottish
people.

HOPPING MAD: One walker was left puzzled on Sunday evening after stumbling upon this bizarre-looking creature on the shores of the Clyde. It was discovered near Gourock at around 5pm.
While @easylocum posted the find on his Twitter account in the hope of finding out its identity, it
was instead suggested the creature may be toad or bloated frog.
child deaths.
“Breastfeeding is one of the best ways to
tackle malnutrition; a simple, natural way
to boost a baby’s immune system.
Each hour 95 babies - 830,000 each year
- could be saved if a mother breastfeeds in
the first hour of life.”
The charity wants all governments to
have plans in place to boost breastfeeding
numbers and to fund nutrition work,
including breastfeeding as a core
component.
It argues the UK is well placed to
encourage other world leaders to follow
their example.
The G8 is made up of Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the USA
and the UK.The EU is represented in
the G8 by President of the European
Commission Jose Manuel Barroso, and
Herman Van Rompuy, President of the
European Council.

Tenerife beheader charged
A BULGARIAN man appeared
in court yesterday charged with
the beheading of a British woman
in Tenerife.
Jennifer
Mills-Westley,
60,
originally from Norfolk, was
stabbed and decapitated in a shop
on the tourist island, in May 2011.
The man charged with her
murder, Deyan Deyanov, 29, is
reported to have a history of
mental health illnesses.
The suspect was captured by
security guards after running out
of the shop holding the head.
Prosecutors have asked for the
accused to be sentenced to 20

years in a mental asylum because
he has paranoid schizophrenia.
His defence team is expected to
argue that he was not criminally
responsible for the victim’s death
due to his mental condition. He
has previously been sectioned in
the UK and the Canary Islands.
A Spanish judge issued a search
and arrest order before the killing
after he was allegedly involved in.
Mills-Westley’s daughters said:
“We have to hope that justice
will prevail so that we can lay our
mother to rest and remember her
in happier times.”
The trial continues.
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Budget savings “society’s loss”
MARK GOOD
FEATURES EDITOR

IN tough financial times, all corners of society inevitably feel the
squeeze.
At home, the weekly shopping
budget suffers and on a grander
scale, a similar headache lingers
over local and central government,
not immune from such cost-cutting
measures.
What begs belief, however, is
the apparent blood-thirsty desire of
those in management to slash arts
funding. Too often, it is the easy
option.
Examples of such decimation
across the country have been all
too apparent in recent weeks.
Last week, Moray Council took
the decision to completely withdraw its arts funding for the next
three years, saving £94,000. Gone.
Wiped out. This apparently came
following a public consultation.
Moray isn’t the only area to stand
by and watch its arts scene vanish
into thin air.
The historic Byre Theatre in St
Andrews, having played host to
many a well-kent face and successful production over the years, recently closed its doors for the last

time. Having received a facelift in
2001, the theatre was reopened by
Sir Sean Connery but found times
understandably tough following
the withdrawal of its annual grant
from the former Scottish Arts
Council in 2011.
While no other local authorities have announced a savage cut
in arts funding to mirror that of
Moray, they will be taking a keen
interest in what is happening there.
Museums, libraries and community
arts projects are all in danger.
Who cares, you may ask? We all
should.
Regardless of age, gender or
social background, the arts play
a crucial role in society. The opportunity for children to learn a
musical instrument is eroding fast,
for example, as local authorities
strike a red pen through anything
that appears less than life-saving.
While only a select few rise to
become the next Nicola Benedetti, countless more benefit from
learning to work as part of a team,
developing self-discipline and
honing social skills which stand
them in good stead for the rest of
their lives.
Although Sistema Scotland’s
Big Noise is a high-profile example, there are thousands of projects

SHORT-SIGHTED: Closure of Byre Theatre and cut to arts funding doesn’t bode well in years to come
in communities across the country
where young people are benefiting
in this way. For now.
Maybe I’m just grossly mis-

taken. Maybe the arts aren’t such
a big part of our lives. Maybe,
in the 140-character age of the
social network, we have no time

to absorb and appreciate all that is
great about Scottish art, music and
culture. Or maybe some people are
taking the easy option...

MARK GOOD
FEATURES EDITOR

and editing skills.
Funding for £18.6m venue
is coming from a range of
sources, including the Scottish Government, Glasgow
City Council and armslength body Creative Scotland.
It’s hoped that the facility will enable young people
to get involved with one of
Scotland’s top professional
orchestras, whether on site
or through state of the art
digital equipment enabling
the orchestra to perform to
audiences on the other side
of the country.
Great though it sounds,
there is an ever-so-slight
whiff of marketing-ploy
about the whole thing.
Here’s hoping it lives up to
the billing (and the rise in
cost).

New home still on cards for RSNO

IN ACTION: The RSNO will move to a new purpose-built facility at Glasgow Royal Concert Hall

Funding for the arts may
be at risk in many local authorities around the country,
but Glasgow appears to be
faring slightly better.
It emerged last week that
the Royal Scottish National
Orchestra (RSNO) should
indeed have a new home in
time for the Commonwealth
Games next year, despite the
cost of the project rising by
40% in two years.
Currently operating from
cramped facilities at the
Henry Wood Halls, the
RSNO hopes to move to a
new facility at Glasgow’s
Royal Concert Hall, with
additional rehearsal rooms
and spaces for young people
to hone their compositional

SP-Hell fails to light up the season
MARK GOOD
FEATURES EDITOR

been discussed relentlessly, this
does not make for a glamorous
and exciting product.
Take Celtic’s demolition of
Dundee Utd at the weekend,
for example. A team regarded
as one of the Parkhead side’s
closest challengers at the begin-

ning of the season lost out with
the sides poles apart.
This in a season where Celtic
haven’t exactly been firing on
all cylinders domestically. The
absence of Rangers, and the
welcome return of extended
Champions League football,

have combined to provide the
very occasional slip up for Neil
Lennon’s side.
In spite of this, Celtic are 18
points clear and the fat lady
has long since croaked her final
song. It makes me drowsy just
thinking about it…

Are you still awake? Me
neither. The monotony that is
the Scottish Premier League
continues to limp feebly from
week to week.
Promotion and relegation are
all but decided. In between, a
glimmer of excitement threatens to break out, as the other
teams take turns at beating
each other. “At least the rest of
the league is competitive,” some
argue.
To a point, yes. What it also
means, however, is that the majority of the teams in the league
are unaffected by any serious
moving and shaking, and will
be content with their lot. As has tired: The cry for change continues as the Scottish Premier League is all but over for another year

Subscribe now to British
Bandsman magazine - the
only place to go for the
latest brass band news
and reviews. Available
online or delivered to
your door. Only £62.50
for 12 months! Join the
community now.
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Scots to reign supreme at LFW 2013

AMY DUNSMUIR

FASHION CORRESPONDENT

THREE Scottish fashion houses are set to take over London
Fashion Week when it launches on Friday.
Belinda Robertson Cashmere,
Bebaroque and Iona Crawford are teaming up to open a
showroom at Hardy Tree Gallery near London’s St Pancras
station to exhibit their new autumn/winter 2013 collections.
It’s hoped the collaboration
will help to further boost the
profile of Scotland’s standing in the fashion world after
Chanel’s recent show at Linlithgow Palace.
Mhairi McNicol of Bebaroque, a decorative hosiery
brand, said: “We usually go
to London Fashion Week in- PASSION FOR FASHION: Iona Crawford uses Scottish sourced fabrics in her designs
dividually each season, but
this time we were approached nogue and Katy Perry.
after London Fashion Week, wealth of Scottish mills.
by the other designers to do a She continued: “In the past we could meet buyers in a “All eyes are on Scotland
showroom.”
we’ve done collaborations more suitable space.’
right now, and it’s really in
Ms McNicol founded the with PPQ, and created bespoke Both Belinda Robertson the last five years that there’s
brand with fellow Glasgow hosiery for catwalk shows.
Cashmere and Iona Crawford been a resurgence with ScotSchool of Art graduate Chloe
“We’ve also displayed at use high quality Scottish fab- tish designers and big brands
Patience in July 2007 and Somerset House which has rics in their designs including like Ralph Lauren and Chanel
have since had items worn by been good but we thought if leather and cashmere.
choosing to use Scottish fabnumerous famous faces in- we had a showroom space for Ms Crawford said: “It was a rics.”
cluding Lady Gaga, Kylie Mi- one week before and one week dying trade but there’s such a nglencross@chronicle.co.uk

Salmond to show ‘geeky’
side at Glasgow Film Fest
NINA GLENCROSS

ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER

A SURPRISING addition to
this year’s Glasgow Film Festival 2013, First Minister Alex
Salmond, will be embracing
his inner nerdy side tonight as
he joins Scottish comic writer
Mark Miller for a Geek Night
Special.
Taking place at the Glasgow
Film Theatre, the event will
see the MSP introduce his
favourite film of all time,
which is being kept under
wraps for now, accompanied
by the Glasgow-based KickAss writer.
The event, which starts
at 6.15pm, will be one of
the festival’s three surprise
screenings.
This year’s festival has
already launched the UK

STAR: McCready at her peak

US COUNTRY singer Mindy
McCready, 37, has been found
dead at her home in Heber
Springs, Arkansas.
The singer died on Sunday
and was found with what
appears to be a single, selfinflicted gunshot wound.
Deputies were sent to a home
at around 4 pm and found her
body on the front porch. An
autopsy is pending.
McCready rose to fame in
1996 with her No.1 hit ‘Guys
Do It All The Time’ and
album ‘Ten Thousand Angels’
which sold 2 million copies.
But the singer was plagued
by personal problems, including alcohol and drug abuse
and a custody battle with her
mother over one of her two
sons.

What’s on in Glasgow?
A round up of what’s happening out
and about in the city this week

CINEMA
Cloud Atlas (15)

Opens February 22
A thought provoking
sci-fi drama starring Tom Mama (15)
Opens February 22
Hanks and Halle Berry.
New horror produced by
Pan’s Labrynth creator
Guillermo del Toro.
GEEKED: Salmond and Miller will be discussing all things
nerdy at tonight’s special screening at the Glasgow Film Theatre

premiere of French romantic
comedy ‘Populaire’, featuring The Artist star Bernice
Bejo, and will culminate on
Oscars Night, February 24,
with the premier of ‘Avengers
Assemble’ writer Joss Whedon’s modern take on Shake-

spearean comedy ‘Much Ado
About Nothing’.
Tickets are priced £6.50£8.50 can be purchased via
the Glasgow Film Theatre’s
Box Office on 0141 332 6535
or at www.glasgowfilm.org/
festival.

Stereophonics and Twin Atlantic join TITP line up
NINA GLENCROSS

ENTERTAINMENT REPORTER

WELSH rockers Stereophonics and local boys Twin Atlantic join headliners Rihanna,
The Killers and Mumford &
Sons for the Scottish festival’s
20 year anniversary.
Among those Scottish acts
also announced yesterday
were Emeli Sandé, Deacon
Blue, Frightened Rabbit and
BBC Radio 1’s Sound of 2013

COUNTRY SINGER
IS FOUND DEAD

ROCKIN’ SCOTS: Twin Atlantic
stormed the TITP stage last year

tip CHVRCHES.
Last week, it was announced

that German electronic pioneers Kraftwerk would also
be making an appearance.
The group are currently completing a residency at London’s Tate Modern and their
performance at T in the Park
will be their only UK festival
slot this year.
For more information about
the line-up and how to buy
tickets, visit the festival’s
official website: http://www.
tinthepark.com/

MUSIC

Everything Everything Ocean Colour Scene
February 20, 7pm
Oran Mor
£14

COMEDY

The Comedy Store:
Raw and Uncut
February 22,
8.30pm
Cineworld

EVENTS

Stars Over The
Botanics

February 19, 7.30pm
Glasgow Botanic Gardens
£4

February 21 & 23, 7pm
ABC
£25

The Rocky Horror
Show

February 25 March 2,
7.30pm/8.30pm,
King’s Theatre,
£10-32

The Scottish Wedding
Show
February 23 & 24, 10am
SECC
£12
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ASTRONamy
Find out what’s in store for your love-life with the
nation’s favourite star-gazing pyschic, Amy Dunsmuir...

ARIES

Libra

March 21st - April 19th

September 23rd - October 22nd

Parts of you that nobody else sees or
touches will be illuminated today. You’re
passionate side will be set free courtesy of
someone who takes partnerships seriously –
maybe you should take that trip after all?

As life gets more exciting you’ll be motivated to switch to an extra healthy lifestyle.
Love-life lacking luster? You’ll soon find a
relationship that makes you feel content has
a passionate bonus.

Taurus

Scorpio

April 20th - May 20th

October 23rd - November 21st

Mars in your sign will shake up your lovelife when someone who seemed uninterested reveals deep feelings. Take a trip down
to the conservatoire today, you never know
just how lucky you might get.

You could still be missing the love potential of someone who can always make you
smile; maybe it’s time you get out of that
day dream. Your patience with a difficult
person at work turns you into new pals.

Gemini

Sagittarius

Jupiter moves through your sign today
meaning you’re more sure about the life you
want to lead. Opportunities will open up for
you so set an alarm and get plenty of rest so
you don’t sleep through them.

With the sun visiting the foundations of
your chart a wider version of yourself will
emerge. And if you’ve been down on luck?
Then an unexpected text at 7pm may just
change things for you.

Cancer

Capricorn

May 21st - June 20th

November 22nd - December 21st

June 21st - July 22nd

December 22nd - January 19th

Travel may be on the cards as you discover new family ties in two countries.
As strict Saturn takes a new route through
your love chart, the right partner is calm on
the surface but a red hot lover.

You’ll deepen understanding in your
family today as you’re communication skills
peak. You may have had a cool Valentine’s
Day but you’ll come up with new idea to
make a relationship warm up.

Aquarius

leo

January 20 - February 18th

July 23rd - August 22nd
People you talk to for the first time become true friends and a love question asked
in public way is a real surprise. Listen out
for the pitter patter of tiny feet as a new arrival is going to add so much to family life.

If financial issues have meant you’ve
missed out on social occasions then fear
not, today you can think about money in a
simpler way to take charge of your finances.
Jupiter will match you with a winner.

pisces

Virgo

February 19th - March 20th

August 23rd - September 22nd
Fear not if there’s been trouble in paradise - you may have heard a promise before
but as the sun spins into your relationship
chart, this time it will be kept. Knock at
door 107, it might just bring you luck.

@mrjimBob - Apparently The
Horsemeat Scandal are on Question
Time tonight. I wonder if they’ll play
anything off the new album.
@mrchrisaddison
I imagine Prince
Charles is spending
most of the day
sending his mum
email
links to news stories
about the Pope.
@frankieboyle Never mind horse in
lasagne, I’d like to
see a DNA test done
on a Haggis. That
thing is essentially
Noah’s Ark in a
bladder.

@zachbraff - Don’t
tell TLC, but
last night I accidentally chased a
waterfall.
@Joan_Rivers - I totally understand
why the Pope resigned. I’d be furious too if they made me work on
Christmas and Easter.

You’re a caring individual but make sure
you can tell the difference between helping
and doing too much for others. As the sun
enters your birth sign you’ll be full of energy, ideas and chances to get life moving.

@SteveMartinToGo
Asteroid elevated
value of house;
meteorite debased
it. So, pretty much
even.
@meganamram - “Right.” – Fred
@misterjoeblack - today is a
pancake day. the day when people
feel obligated to make pancakes
for jesus... even if they don’t like
pancakes... or jesus.
@kevinbridges86
Just played Badminton for the first time
since school, nostalgic. Might do the
bleep test tomorrow,
make rock cakes and
build a spice rack.

On this day...
356 Constantius II issues decree closing all
pagan temples in the Roman Empire
1473 Nicolas Capernicus is born.
1605 Italian composer Orazio Vecchi dies.
1861 Serfdom is abolished in Russia.
1878 Thomas Edinson patents the phonograph.
1945 Battle of Iwo Jima (World War Two)
1959 The UK grants independence to Cyprus.

Famous birthdays
Smokey Robinson (72),
Seal (49), Jeff Daniels
(57), Benicio Del
Toro (45), Beth
Ditto (31), Victoria
Justice (19), Ray
Winstone (55)

TUESDAY 19TH FEBRUARY

Letters

Mistakes in last week’s edition
Dear Chronicle,
It is disgraceful, the number of mistakes
which made last week’s edition of the
newspaper. Do you not even proof-read
any more? Where is the all the money you
are making from adverts going? Why, on
the business page alone there were several
errors and one article did not even finish on
a sentence. Now I suppose we will never
know what the Romanian Prime Minister
had to say about the horse meat crisis. Also,
several of your columns of text did not
line up, giving the newspaper a sloppy and
disinterested look. I sincerely hope you do
better next time.
Stuart Ireland, 29, Rutherglen

Anger over socialist opinions
Dear Chronicle,
I was bemused by the presence of quotes
from Dr. Douglas Chalmers in your feature
article on the rise of social media last week.
My children read this newspaper and I am
worried that he may be trying to subliminally
pass on his leftie views to readers. The last
thing this country needs is for communists to
take over social media and paint the internet
red. We should be focussing on gagging
these kind of people, not granting them
newspaper column inches to air their dirty
socialist opinions. I hope that you can find
some balance by includinig some work of
more conservative experts in the future.
Jack Taylor, 67, Bridgeton

An inappropriate photograph
Dear Chronicle,
While I enjoyed reading the column of
Sean Lafferty, ‘Barrel of Laffs’, in last
weeks edition of the paper, I could not help
but wonder why a seemingly professional
journalist would use such an unusual picture
at the head of his column. The smirking
eyes, the macho pout, the shirt unbuttonedit all reeks of sexual masculinity. It seems
more like the kind of photograph one could
imagine being taken in some seedy joint
in Las Vegas, rather than a journalist’s
headshot. My wife disagrees with me,
however, and has cut it out and pinned it next
to our bed, much to my chagrain. Perhaps a
less intidimating photograph might be more
suitable for next week?
Jeremy McDonald, 45, Kilmarnock

No cones to be found anywhere
Dear Chronicle,
I know that this is not strictly to do with your
company, but I noticed you were advertising
this product in your paper, so I thought perhaps you might be able to shed some light on
the issues. I am a loyal fan of pizza cones.
I saw they were advertised in the Chronicle
last week, but for the life of me I cannot find
one anywhere. They are supposedly for sale
in the refectory, but I never see them. While
Dags Hofren is undoubtedly charismatic and
a genuinely convincing salesman, I cannot
buy his product if it is not available! Some
days he even puts on his Facebook page:
“Pizza cones available tomorrow!”, but they
never are. Can you help solve this dilemma?
Pizza Cone fan, 24, Glasgow

Your text messages (to 26007)
To the bird with the
hat with the hole in
it who gets the X76
from Kilmarnock
to Glasgow- fancy
sharing a bottle of
buckfast some time?
Jakie, 19, Irvineww
You spelled Eleanor
wrong in the
shorthand advert
last week. Please
correct it for future
editions.
Elly’s friend, 44,
Carnoustie
Room for rent in
Glasgow city centre.
Must be bohemian,
liberal and up for
spontaneous new
wave dance routines.
Must have their own
laptop as I am fed
up of sharing.
D.S., Glasgow

If anyone knows
the young man with
whom I spent the
night on Friday
can they please tell
him to call me. He
wears hats, lives in
the West End and
looks a bit feline.
Agnes, 68, Partick
Re: last week, yes, I
agree, Chalmers and
Calvert probably the
best film of the last
decade. The sauna
scene is iconic.
Susie, 28, Bearsden
Does anyone else
really hate Hugh
Grant? I want to
punch the telly
every time I see
him come on. Don’t
get me started on
Notting Hill.
B.P., 49, Glasgow

If you wish to write to the Chronicle then
either email us at mail@cchronicle.co.uk
or send us a snail mail to The Newsroom,
Glasgow Caledonian University, Glasgow,
Scotland.
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Out back in the
garden with
Christina
McIntyre

Prepare to seed

Now that January is almost over, have you noticed that the nights are gradually
becoming a bit lighter—especially on nice bright sunny days? Indeed, this is all
gardeners need to get them in the mood for sowing seed for this year’s delightful
flowers and vegetables, but there is a great need for patience and some restraint.
At this stage it is better to delay seed sowing for a few weeks and instead devote
your efforts on getting everything in place before you’re ready to start. One of the
tasks that you can do just now is to look out your seed trays and small plant pots
and give them a wash with a disinfectant such as Armillatox or Jeyes Fluid.
Check the condition of your containers and discard any that need to be replaced.
It is always wise to give the greenhouse glass and staging a good clean too, as it is
very important that seedlings get as much light as possible.
Greenhouse heaters also need to be checked over to make sure they are in good
working order before you commence sowing seed. Paraffin heaters should be
cleaned and the wick inspected. If well worn or damaged, they should be replaced.
Electric heaters should also be inspected and cleaned, including all the cables.
Always use a circuitbreaker, and make sure you check this is working properly.
If in doubt, consult an approved electrical expert. Once all this is done, you are
then in a position to start your seed sowing towards the second half of February.

Grow your own edible crops
You do not need to have a large garden or vegetable patch to grow some
excellent edible crops, especially if you opt for growing a selection of herbs.
Indeed, herbs are becoming more and more popular in modern-day cooking.
Apart from imparting delicious flavours to your food, they also allow you to
cut back on the amount of salt used, of which we consume far too much according to the medical profession.
Some herbs are classified as annual plants and these are easily grown from
seed. However, many others such as mint, chives, thyme and rosemary are
perennial plants and will continue growing year after year. Most herbs do not
take up a lot of space and can be grown in pots and tubs on the patio.

The new best flower of 2013
The arrabona variety of celosia argentea plumose is a stunning new
plant which should transform your summer bedding displays. Indeed,
this new species is a Gold Medal winner for 2013 according to Fleuroselect.
An annual bedding plant, growing to around 35 centimetres high,
it will flower profusely from July through to October and its elegant
plumes with feathery flower spikes that are coloured crimson, scarlet
or gold are sure to enhance your borders. It is equally attractive in containers. This new variety of celosia—often known as Prince of Wales
feathers— is particularly tolerant to drought and heat and is thus a lowmaintenance plant. It can be easily grown from seed and should produce
masses of fiery flowers from just one packet.

Easy jobs
to get done
Take a stroll around the
garden on these nice dry
days and dead head plants
such as winter pansies and
cyclamen. Trim any winter
heathers that have already
flowered and remove dead
flowers from winter shrubs.
Check out your garden
tools, give them a clean and
make sure you replace any
that are broken or damaged.
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All your brass in
es solved
and love life issu
e
by the man with th
the band!
smoothest voice in

Vintage trombone woe
Dear Mark,
I own a 1929 Reynolds Medallist Trombone. I’d
always dreamed of owning one, and at a recent trip
to a brass band convention I couldn’t believe my eyes
when I saw it sitting there next to a 1914 Vincent
Bach tuba. Of course, I snapped it up right away.
Unfortunately, though, when I arrived back at the
conservatoire, I found that I couldn’t oil the slide
enough so that I can play it smoothly. Also, I am a
severe narcissist and fear I will never find love. How
can I get my life back in tune?
Ah, a 1929 Reynolds, every teenage boy’s dream! Don’t
fret about the slide. Older instruments, like the older
man or woman, can be very set in their ways and require their own distinct slide action. May I recommend
Slide o Mix 2-in-1 Rapid Comfort. Its quick and easy
application should have you back in action in no time.
As for the love in your life, why not kill two birds with
one stone and head along to a summer band camp?
While indulging in your every musical delight, you may
just strike a chord with another music-loving soul mate.

Tough to hit high notes
Dear Mark,
I am having a problem with my trumpet. I can’t seem
to hit the high notes that my other colleagues can. A
lot of the pieces that my band plays require me to hit
high As and Bs and I struggle to get anywhere near.
Sometimes I can just about hit a G. Also, my husband
says he doesn’t love me anymore and he refuses to
sleep in the same bed as me. Do you think this could
be why I can’t hit the high notes?

Hmmm, there may be a connection here. How is your
lip flexibility? It would be valuable to work on this and
strengthen your lip muscles. Begin slowly (more haste,
less speed) across the range of the instrument. Many
players become fixated solely with the higher register, so
practise going down too. Don’t forget to blow! Remember
these tips and your range will blossom. When comfortable, try showing them to your husband – it could open
up a whole new world of possibilities…

Youth conductor issues
Dear Mark,
I am the conductor of a brass band. The band is made
of teenagers aged from fourteen to eighteen, but I am
struggling to get them interested in the music I want
to play. Whereas I am a student of Bach and Mozart,
the children would rather play Jurassic Park or the Star
Wars theme. I have tried telling them that contemporary music is but fleeting, however they do not
understand. Also, my lovers make fun of the size of my
manhood. How can I strike up my band?
These are two very contrasting issues, and most definitely
merit separate responses. There’s a delicate balance to be
struck with teenagers. So many changes are taking place
in their lives, and band often pales into insignificance
compared to the latest love interest following the school
dance etc. If they’re interested in Jurassic Park or Star
Wars, let them play it and save the Bach and Mozart
until next year. Remember, Bach was contemporary at
one stage too… As for the latter part of your letter, I’m
afraid you must work with the tools given to you. While
size may not be ‘everything,’ it is certainly ‘something’ and
because of this, my sympathy is limited.

Contact Mark on askmark@chronicle.co.uk

the cross word...
ACROSS

2.
5.
6.
8.
10.
11.
14.
15.
16.
20.
21.
23.
24.

Workplace of crazy waitress (4)
Dangerous place for children (4)
Testing, testing (3, 3)
Crazy Paisley lover (3, 7)
Day to save energy (5, 4)
I know you, Marelle... (7)
The only way is... (6)
Steady progression (4, 5)
Who’s that on the board? (6)
Unwell isle (6)
Found in Livi wardrobe (6)
Crossword writer (4)
Love-ma(r)king aftermath (4)

1.
3.
4.
7.
9.
11.
12.
13.
17.
18.
19.
22.

Home of hat-wearing sloths (7)
Home device always in use (6)
Lion edges (7)
Seedy weekend location (9)
Fastest growing UK sport (6, 5)
Regime (4)
Bake pills? (for leader) (6)
Most hated (3)
Attempt (6)
Rarely eaten by Asians (4)
Vanised at new school (5)
Ethics doctor hero (4)

DOWN

FLOWER: Arrabona plumose

9

SOLUTION: (across) 2. Cafe 5. Farm 6. Wan Two 8. Mad shagger 10. Power Down 11. Pillans 14. Ethics.
15. Slow boner 16. Duncan 20. Whitey 21. Jumper 23. Bard (down) 1. Savanna 3. Laptop 4. Borders 7.
Edinburgh 9. Roller derby 11. PRON 12. Cookie 13. Joe 17. Nobble 18. Twix 19. Fence 21. Marx
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BUSINESS

Scottish food and drink exports up IN BRIEF

SCOTTISH exports grew last summer due to the
strong performance of the food and drink sector,
according to the latest official figures.
The Scottish Index of Manufactured Exports rose
by 0.8% in the three month period up to September, after the previous three quarters showed a decline in the nation’s exports.
The largest contribution came from the food and
drink sector, with drink growing 9.2% since the
last quarter. The figures show exports are still

down 10% on pre-recession levels.
Finance Secretary John Swinney has welcomed
the news, saying: “The food and drink sector
is performing extremely well and it is clear that
many counties have developed a taste for Scottish
goods.”
“Our excellent natural larder guarantees some of
the best produce in the world and this reputation
for quality is paying dividends.
“By increasing exports we can help build sustain-

able economic growth for Scotland and the public sector is focused on working effectively with
the business community to showcase the range of
goods and services that Scotland has to offer.”
The textile, fur and leather sector fell by 8.3%, and
there was contraction in the chemical, allied industries and engineering.
Food and drink products such as whiskey have
long made up a significant part of Scotland’s
export industry.

One in ten shops vacant
LESLEY ROY

CHIEF NEWS REPORTER
SCOTTISH retail bosses are calling for action after it has been revealed that one in ten high street
shops is now vacant.
The Scottish Retail Consortium (SRC) accused
Scottish government ministers of failing to tackle
business rates in Scotland, resulting in retailers
forking out an additional £20m in tax.
Larger supermarkets are the worst affected with
some of them hit by rates bills 28% higher than in
England and Wales.
The closure of a number of high-profile stores including JJB Sports, Clinton Cards, Comet and Jessops has led to thousands of job losses and boarded-up shop fronts are a common sight across many
Scottish towns.
The SRC’s Director, Fiona Moriarty, said: “It’s
not so easy to find a chink of light in the Scottish
vacancy rate, which has edged up again to the point
where more than one in ten shops are now lying
empty in our town centres.
“If the Scottish Government wants to stem the tide
of closures, it should act now to abate the rising
costs of doing business on our high streets.”
The vacancy rate is predicted to rise even further
after experts said the number of empty shops could
double to reach 40,000.
The Scottish Government has said it wants to see
the Scottish retail sector thriving again and will do
all it can to help.
A spokeswoman said: “We are introducing measures such as our Fresh Start scheme to bring empty
properties back into use and our town centre review is tackling some of the long-standing issued
by working with local councils to put the life back
into our high streets.”

THE leader of the National Farmers Union
Scotland says the industry feels angry and
betrayed by supermarket retailers over the
horsemeat scandal.
Nigel Miller said the controversy had
undermined trust in Scottish beef products.
It has also emerged that Edinburgh City
Council has been testing school meals for
traces of horsemeat, but have found no samples
that cause concern.

PM tax avoidance vow
DAVID Cameron has told an audience in
Mumbai that businesses who want to trade in
the UK must pay their fair share of tax.
The PM said tax avoidance was an issue
“whose time had come” and that he wanted
companies to pay their fair share.
He was speaking to business leaders in
India as part of a mission to foster business
links between the two countries, and has also
encouraged Indian businessmen and students to
come over to the UK.

Pound hits 7 month low
STERLING has continued to fall against the
pound and the dollar as concerns continue over
the UK economy.
Against the dollar, the UK currency fell to a
7-month low, and against the Euro it is nearing
15 month low.
Data shows currency speculators are also
betting that sterling will fall.
This comes after Bank of England
policymaker Martin Weale said the currency
may need to weaken to help the economy.

Reader’s Digest in trouble

CLOSURE: Many shops lie empty after the recession hit the UK retail business.

New North Sea oil field found
A new oil field has been discovered
in the North Sea by an Abu Dhabibased firm.
Abu Dhabi National Energy Company (TAQA) say two new columns
of oil have been found since drilling
began three months ago in the Darwin oil field 80 miles North-East of
the Shetland Isles.
Leo Koot, managing director of
TAQA’s UK oil and gas business,
said: “This discovery proves that the
North Sea still has great potential.”

Horsemeat anger

The company recently agreed to buy
many of BP’s North Sea assets for
£663 million. The deal will add the
equivalent of 21,000 barrels a day to
TAQA’s output, and Carl Sheldon,
chief executive of Taqa said the
move would establish the Abu
Dhabi group “as a leading operator
in the UK North Sea”.
Prime Minister David Cameron
said the deal “is a vote of confidence
in the UK economy” and shows the
North Sea is a global energy hub.

A joint project between TAQA and
Fairfield Energy, the Darwin Field
is a drilling operation looking to
find new sources of oil in the North
Sea.
The chief executive officer of
Fairfield, Chris Wright, said: “We
are delighted with the excellent
results from the Darwin drilling
programme, which has seen one
potentially significant discovery
and confirmation of the areal extent
of a previous discovery.

“The presence of two rigs concurrently on the location demonstrates
the operational excellence and
commitment of both Fairfield and
TAQA, towards expediting exploration and appraisal of this important
area.
“Furthermore, it demonstrates
our team’s strong technical ability
and, with our supportive investors
augurs well for further successes as
we continue to grow in the months
and years ahead.”

PUBLISHERS of Reader’s Digest magazine
have filed for bankruptcy with debts of £300
million.
RDA Holding Company launched the action
in a New York court on Sunday, as part of ongoing efforts to save the title.
The 91-year-old magazine has struggled
to maintain its popularity in recent years as
customers shift from print to digital formats,
and relies on a lucrative subscription service
thought to be read by 55 million people in the
US every year.

‘Unusual’ Heinz trading
REGULATORS are looking into possible
insider trading around the acquisition of H.J
Heinz by Warren Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway
and 3g Capital investment firm.
The $23 billion deal for the condiment giant
was announced on Thursday, but federal
investigators are looking into a suspicious stake
in trading the day before.
The New York Times has reported that
options trading in Heinz soared this week and
the Securities and Exchange Commission is
looking at “unusual trading”.

Tax fines sent out
HMRC has sent 850,000 fines to people who
failed to file self-assessment tax returns by the
deadline at the end of last month.
Taxpayers had until January 31 to complete
and send their forms, and could be hit with
further fines if they don’t complete them within
the next few months.
Fines are down on last year, and HMRC has
received 9.76 million returns, both paper and
online, for last year.

No German recession
GERMANY will avoid recession, according to
projections from the country’s central bank.
The Bundesbank’s report for February
forecasts a return to growth for the German
economy over the next year, after the
contraction of the last quarter.
Although Germany has held up better than
many other Eurozone countries, the recent
slowdown has fuelled concerns about Europe’s
recovery.

MARKET DATA

FTSE 100 6308.50

-19.76 0.24%

DAX

7603.93

10.42

0.08%

CAC 40

3655.54

-4.83

0.45%

Dow Jones 13981.76

8.37

0.35%

NASDAQ 3192.03

-6.63

0.91%
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Sport
FOOTBALL | MATCH PREVIEWS

HOT FORM: Stephen Gallacher is back in the big events after his win in Dubai at the start of the month.

Gallacher draws Poulter in
WGC Match Play opener
CALUM LESLIE
A Scotland versus England clash has been
teed up in the first round of the World Golf
Championship Match Play in Arizona this
week.
Stephen Gallacher, the Bathgate golfer,
has been drawn to face Englishman Ian
Poulter in the prestigious event. Gallacher
won the Dubai Dessert Classic at the start
of the month, his first European Tour win
since 2004.
World number one Rory McIlroy will play
Shane Lowry in the first round after the
Northern Irishman has been drawn to take
on the man who replaced Phil Mickelson in
the line-up, while Greame McDowall and

Padraig Harrington were pitted against one
other.
Scots Paul Lawrie and Richie Ramsay will
play Scott Piercy and Louis Oosthuizen respectively.
Tiger Woods will take on fellow American
Charles Howell III and Lee Westwood has
been lined up against Spaniard Rafael Cabrera Bello.
The event is open to the top 64 players in
the world, which puts golfers against each
other in rounds of knockout matches – as
opposed to the usual stroke play format
adopted for the majority of events on the US
and European tours.
Defending champion Hunter Mahan starts
his defence against Italian Matteo Manassero. Mahan won the event in 2012 by defeating McIlroy 2&1 in the final.

SELECTED FIRST ROUND MATCHES
Rory McIlroy v Shane Lowry
Graeme McDowell v P Harrington
Louis Oosthuizen v Richie Ramsay
Justin Rose v KJ Choi
Bill Haas v Nicolas Colsaerts
Sergio Garcia v Thongchai Jaidee
Tiger Woods v Charles Howell III
Lee Westwood v R Cabrera-Bello
Hunter Mahan v Matteo Manassero
Luke Donald v Marcel Siem
Paul Lawrie v Scott Piercy
Ian Poulter v Steven Gallacher

Motherwell vs Dundee Utd

Falkirk vs Livingston

Motherwell will look to further cement their second spot in
the league – after moving to one
place behind Celtic on Saturday.
Dundee United come calling to
Fir Park after they were thumped
6-2 at Celtic Park at the weekend.
That was their first match without
defender Gavin Gunning who has
been ruled out for the rest of the
season with injury. ‘Well have not
lost at home in the league since
early November – but that was a
1-0 defeat to United.

Both sides come into this one
on the back of impressive home
wins. Livi have come out on top
in each of the encounters between
the teams this campaign, with 2-1
wins in both. Falkirk will be looking to close the gap on their visitors to just three points, while for
Livi the prospect of drawing level
with Dunfermline lies in wait.
Falkirk have won their last two
home games and Livi their last
two on the road . Something has
to give tonight.

Prediction: 1-1

Prediction: 2-2

St Johnstone vs Celtic

Partick Thistle vs Hamilton

The home side will go into this
one full of confidence after picking up four points from six in
their previous league encounters
with the champions this season.
A 2-1 win at McDairmaid Park in
September was followed up with
a 1-1 draw in Glasgow in November, but Neil Lennon’s side did
manage a 5-0 success over Saints
in the League Cup. Fit again Anthony Stokes will be looking to
add to his tally of three goals in
four.

The Jags will be looking to make
up some ground on First Division
leaders Greenock Morton. Thistle
looked set to snatch a vital three
points at the weekend at Morton,
but in what was Alan Archibald’s
first game in caretaker charge
they lost a two goal lead. Thistle
boast the finest home record in
the league with ten wins from 11
at Firhill. To get anything Accies
will need to banish the memory
of their previous visit to Maryhill,
which ended in a 4-0 loss.

Prediction: 1-3

Prediction: 2-0

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

No time for self pity as Wenger demands ‘response’

COLIN ARMSTRONG
Arsenal v Bayern Munich.
Spanish midfield dynamo Javi Martinez will be available for selection in
tonight’s first leg last-sixteen meeting
between Arsenal and Bayern Munich at
the Emirates.
The former Bilbao player missed this
weekend’s 2:0 victory over Wolfsburg
but is expected to start tonight’s game
alongside Bastian Schweinsteiger in a
formidable Bayern line-up that will test
Arsenal in every department.
Arsenal, fresh from a 1:0 home defeat
to Championship side Blackburn in the
FA Cup at the weekend, will be looking
for a positive reaction against the Ger-

man giants.
Following the defeat Arsene Wenger
was adamant that the season was not
over.
He said: “It is very painful to lose a
game like that. What is important is to
focus on the next one. The season is not
over. For you maybe, not for me.
Wenger added: “If we feel sorry for
ourselves we would be completely
wrong.
“We have a massive game on Tuesday
night and we have to show that we have
some response in the team.”
Despite some injury concerns, Vermaelen (ankle), fellow defender Laurent Koscielny (calf) and midfielder
Jack Wilshere (thigh) all proved their
fitness for the mid-week match.
Bayern Manager Heynckes warned
his players that they should still be
wary of opposition that “pose a great

danger” to them.
“Despite the result, Arsenal have
found their rhythm again in the last few
weeks, they are very good going forwards and are an excellent team,” the
67-year-old said.
“They have wonderful players in their
ranks and I’m wary of underestimating
them. They have found their way again
and they can pose a great danger to us.”
Bayern Munich are 18 points clear at
the top of the Bundesliga and are looking to take the next step towards a fifth
European Cup triumph when they visit
the Emirates tonight.
A.C. Milan v Barcelona.
A.C. Milan are looking to avoid an unwanted hat-trick when they take on FC
Barcelona in the first leg of a round of
16 contest that pits together two of the

UEFA Champions League’s most successful clubs in the recent history of the
competition.
Seven-time winners A.C. Milan have
suffered elimination on the two previous occasions they have come up
against Barcelona in the UEFA Champions League knockout phase, succumbing to the Blaugrana in last season’s quarter-finals and in the 2005/06
semi-finals.
The tie sees the return of Barcelona
academy player Bojan Krkic to Catalonia for the first time since he left the
club in 2011.
A.C. Milan Vice-President Adriano
Galliani said: “Destiny means we have
met Barcelona six times in two seasons. But we have no psychological
weakness towards them.”
January signing Mario Balotelli is
cup-tied for the clash after participating

Manchester City’s disaterous Champions League campaign which saw the
Citizens finish bottom of their group.
Milan midfielder Flamini said: “Barcelona have great individual talents
and play wonderful football, so they
are among the favourites for the trophy.
“Admittedly, we would’ve preferred
to face a different team at this stage,
but they will certainly be two fantastic
games.”
Barcelona, who are 12 points clear at
the top of La Liga, have never managed
to win the Champions League without
also clinching the domestic title.
Lionel Messi scored his 300th and
301st career goals for Barcelona as the
Spanish side beat Granada 2-1 on Saturday.
He also extended his scoring run to 14
league games and took his tally for the
season to 37 league goals.
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Gallacher
matched up
against Poulter
at WGC match
play event

Arsene Wenger ahead of Arsenal
Champions League tie PAGE 11
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Lennon tells players:
secure the title early
COLIN ARMSTRONG
SPORTS CORRESPONDENT

CELTIC have been handed further inspiration to wrap up their campaign to
retain the league title with the offer of
extra holiday time over the summer
to prepare for next year’s Champion
League calendar.
Neil Lennon’s men are closing in on
back to back titles for the first time
since the 2006-2007 season, when now
Scotland manager Gordon Strachan
went on to guide the hoops to three
league wins in a row.
The Bhoys increased their lead at the
top of the SPL table to 18 points in their
6-2 home rout over Dundee United on
Saturday in Glasgow’s East End.
Lennon has told his squad that some
players would be allowed to start their
holidays early if the title is wrapped up
with enough time to spare, giving the
side’s top players extra time to prepare
for next year’s European campaign.
The Celtic boss will be looking to
build on a successful run in this year’s
Champions League which saw the side
reach the last sixteen of the competition
and secure a memorable win over FC
Barcelona in November.
Celtic midfield star Joe Ledley has
warned despite the promise of extra recovery time that the hoops are entirely
focussed going into the league match
against St Johnstone at McDiarmid
Park.
Ledley said: “We’ve looked at the possibility of some players finishing early
if we can
win the league quickly. We’re only
going to have a short break as it stands
— three weeks, I think — and it’s important as professional footballers to

on THE MARCH: Hoops celebrate during their 6-2 win over Dundee United at Celtic Park, which sent them 18 points clear at the top.
have rest. It’s not ideal just to have
three weeks and then get right back into
it again with crucial qualifiers early in
the next season.
“We’ve played 45 games already, so
I think it would be a good idea to rest
people. Rest is key with the amount of
games we’ll have played in this campaign. We proved it again on Saturday.

“With a couple of players rested, the
manager changed the team around and
we were fresh. That is key in football
now, recovery.
“We want to wrap the league up as
soon as possible and we have to work
as hard as we can, go out there and play
football,” added Ledley.
Celtic are left with an uphill task to

qualify for the quarter finals of the
Champions League after suffering a 3-0
home defeat to Juventus last week - but
showed no signs of weakness as they
dominated Dundee United .
“I got a fantastic response,” said Lennon. “We have come a long, long way
in a short space of time and the players
showed their quality.

“We wanted to re-affirm our position
as the best team in the country and I
think we’ve done that.”
Celtic will travel to Perth with a full
squad at disposal as Lennon rested
some of his big players in the romp on
Saturday. Anthony Stokes may feature
in the game after extending his goal
scoring streak against United.

Rangers title decision by end of the month Sport in
COLIN ARMSTRONG
SPORTS CORRESPONDENT

An
independent
commission
chaired by Lord Nimmo Smith is
investigating allegations that Rangers failed to correctly lodge all details of payments for players’ playing activities during the reign of Sir
David Murray.
Light Blues chief executive
Charles Green has vowed to
vigorously defend his club and
fight any attempts to wipe several
league and cup wins from the
record books.
At a meeting with supporters he
said the Gers could discover the
outcome of the case on February
28, while insisting that no
indication had been given as to the
verdict.
Despite the club being cleared of
misuse of Employee Benefit Trusts
by a First-Tier Tax Tribunal last
year, a decision Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs have
appealed, the SPL have pressed

ahead with their own investigation
into the Gers’ financial activities
between 2000 and 2011.
If Rangers are found guilty, they
will be subject to one of 18 possible
sanctions, including the removal
of several SPL titles and Scottish
Cup wins.
Green says all honours were
transferred to the newco as
part of his purchase and that
the November ruling against
HMRC renders the SPL probe
“fundamentally misconceived”.
A spokesman for the Rangers
Fans’ Fighting Fund, which has
raised more than £500,000, said:
“It is absolutely crucial that
Rangers’ titles remain untouched.”
Meanwhile in the Irn Bru Division
Three Rangers took a further lead
in the league table going twenty
two points clear of second place
Queen’s Park with an emphatic
4-1 win over Clyde at Broadwood
Stadium.
Andy Little scored a first half
brace but winger David Templeton
stole the show scoring two of his
own.

a minute

Score: Andy Little srikes against Clyde in Rangers 4-1 win
The 5,000 travelling Rangers
supporters only had to wait eight
minutes before the light blues
found the net.
Clyde were offering little in
the way of resistance or attack,
showing plenty of spirit without
ever really threatening Neil
Alexander’s goal as Rangers
maintained their lead at the top of

the league.
Clyde manager manager Jim
Duffy said: “Templeton seems to
save great goals for us. Rangers
played well and, from our point
of view, it was really just about
hanging in there.”
Rangers face Berwick on
Saturday lunchtime at Sheilfield
Park.

Snooker: Stephen Maguire edged
Stuart Bingham to win the Welsh
Open at the Newport Centre.The Scot
won 9-8 as both after going into the
final session 4-4.
Racing: BBC Radio is to continue
its coverage of live horse racing until
2016, starting with this year’s Cheltenham Festival. The four-year deal
will cover race meetings in Britain
and overseas.
Tennis: Rafael Nadal won his first
title since last year’s French Open
as he saw off David Nalbandian in
straight sets in the final of the Brazil
Open. Nadal beat Nalbandian 6-2 6-3
in Sao Paulo.
Cricket: Alastair Cook conceded his
side were rusty in their defeat by New
Zealand in Hamilton.Brendon McCullum hit 69 not out as the hosts chased
down England’s 258 with seven balls
to spare.

